
RHS 2022-2023: English Strategies 9 & 10 (MYP)
Teacher Team:
Leslie Apperson (she/her): leslie.apperson@mpls.k12.mn.us Google Voice # (612) 404-0280
Kristin Green (she/they): kristin.green@mpls.k12.mn.us Google Voice # (612) 888-7073
Lisa Johnson (she/her): lisa.johnson@mpls.k12.mn.us Google Voice # (612) 405-2844

Google Classroom info:
1st Hour: jg7iimy
5th Hour: dsvnv3u

Links to Staff Homepages:
Leslie Apperson
Kristin Green
Lisa Johnson

Office Hours: We’d love to schedule time to meet with you and support your success in English Strategies 9 & 10.
Reach out!

Course Overview:
This course will explore the critical reading, analysis, and creation of texts including fiction and non-fiction literature, art,
music, podcasts, audio texts, film, and poetry. Our work will reflect upon racial equity, social justice, inclusivity and
identity in present-day Minneapolis and beyond as we study texts from across time periods and cultures. Our goal is to
equip our students with the reading, writing, speaking, listening, media literacy, and critical thinking skills to be agents of
positive change in the world around them. We will work on critically analyzing and responding thoughtfully to literature
using academic lenses. We will work to make sure the texts we explore reflect our students and empower through
representation. Shared Inquiry discussions and circles will be a main focus in our work, and critical reading and writing
will be developed through various assignments and assessments. We believe in and enact restorative practices.

What is English Strategies? How is it different?
English strategies is a class that combines English Language Arts with inclusive learning practices and Academic
Language Development.

All of these disciplines focus on language development and include the 4 domains of speaking, listening, reading, and
writing (as well as viewing), but have a bit of a different focus.

Benefits of English Strategies:
● Two teachers that are experts in their respective disciplines (English Language Arts + Special

Education/Academic Language Development)
● Individual goal setting for academic language skills needed in the four domains of reading, writing, speaking, and

listening
● Smaller class size
● More individualized time/support for each student
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● A focus on:
○ Exploration, analysis and creation of literary, creative, and reflective texts.
○ Language functions (what students use language to DO) that are involved in academic reading, writing,

viewing and exchanging ideas
○ Language features (types of words, phrases, clauses, sentences, etc) that are used to carry out language

functions.
○ Centering oral language development (discussion, presentation, critical listening) within the discipline.
○ Meeting students’ individual academic literacy needs.

Grading:
● English Strategies adheres to the RHS school-wide 8 point rubric for grading, linked here.
● 20 formative/80 summative grade breakdown with grades updated every 2 weeks minimum

○ Retakes will be permitted for summatives 2021-22 RHS 8-point Grade Scale
○ 2-1-0 scale for formative assignments + classwork (2= complete; 1= partially; 0= incomplete)

Inclusion Practices:
All are welcome here. As a teacher team, we ensure that your student’s individual learning needs are met. English
Strategies is planned and taught by Special Education Resource Teachers (Kristin Green and Leslie Apperson) and
closely adheres to the English 9 & 10 curriculum. Students receiving EL services have the opportunity to grow their
language skills in a supportive setting (Lisa Johnson is our EL specialist). We provide scaffolds, modifications, and
extensions to support your student, and are always flexible and willing to adjust to meet specific needs.

Guidelines & Procedures:
Norms will be developed in each class period during the first two weeks of school. Like all Teddies, whether
we’re in-person or online, we follow the motto of “Be R.H.S.” or “Be Respectful, Honorable, and Safe.” We follow
district and building policies for behavior, attendance, and electronics.

RHS Academic Honesty Policy:
Respecting and acknowledging the intellectual property of others, including other people’s ideas, words, graphs,
diagrams, charts and pictures, photographs, works of music, art or literature is an expectation in this class.
Acknowledging all used sources. It is acceptable to include words, ideas, data, diagrams, tables, graphs, film clips and
pictures from books and online sources in assignments. Students must always credit where they have got the
information used, both in the body of the written work and on the Works Cited page at the end, using the correct
referencing format. We will work on this skill!

Student Responsibility:
● Read and understand the Academic Honesty Policy.
● Students genuinely attempt formative work, with the work or ideas of others fully and correctly acknowledged through
correct use of citations, and understand that it is an opportunity to receive feedback on their learning and improve.
● Ensure that summative assessment work is authentically their own, with the work/ideas of others fully acknowledged.
● Comply with all internal school deadlines.
● Understand the definitions of what is considered academic dishonesty.
● Take ownership of learning by asking for clarification of instructions when necessary and seeking help when needed.
● Talk to teachers when feeling overwhelmed to discuss assignments/time management to reduce the stress.
● Report malpractice and help cultivate a culture of academic honesty at their school.
Note: First infractions (violations) will be handled by your teacher, subsequent infractions of the policy will involve
working with a dean and possibly a counselor or coordinator of a program.

Daily Course Schedule: Linked here.
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I-ELA 10 Scope and Sequence 2022-2023:
Quarter 1
Statement of Inquiry: How does text form influence reader impact? How can learning concrete academic skills
improve my reading, writing, speaking, and listening? Who am I as a learner?

Anchor Text:
Various texts focused on writing/writing process

Supplemental Texts
Various texts focused on writing
Poetry/short stories (excerpts from Macbeth by Shakespeare, All-American Boys by Jason Reynolds/Brendan Kiely)

Genre of writing focused on/Summative Assessments: Learner Portrait, Academic Toolkit summative assignments

Quarter 2
Statement of Inquiry:
To what extent do you need to share a protagonist’s experience to connect with a text, in terms of culture and time
period? How do adolescents navigate the complexities of growing up? Why is storytelling important for survival?

Anchor Text
The Marrow Thieves by Cherie Dimaline

Supplemental Texts
Short stories, various texts by Indigenous authors

Genre of writing focused on: Persuasive writing

Quarter 3
Statement of Inquiry:
How do power dynamics influence people internally/externally? How can understanding the perspectives of others
(and historical perspectives) help frame our own? What are the elements of an effective memoir and graphic novel?

Anchor Text
Night by Elie Wiesel, Maus by Art Spiegelman

Supplemental Texts
Nonfiction articles, Texts related to Gerda Weissmann Klein

Genre of writing focused on: Essay focused on in-text symbolism in anchor texts; Reflective Essay/IB Personal Project

Quarter 4
Statement of Inquiry:
How does character perspective impact a text? How can understanding and participating in real-world social justice
issues enrich a reading of a text? How can I use reading strategies to become a stronger reader?

Anchor Text
Various novels based on individual reading levels (literature circles): I Am Malala by Malala Yousafzai, Long Way
Down by Jason Reynolds, Kindred by Octavia Butler

Supplemental Texts: Various poetry, short stories, and other texts

Genre of writing focused on: Creative writing and short Response to Literature writing




